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iTamer is an efficient and intuitive piece of software that can help you store, manage and share documents, as well as bits of information from your everyday life, including events, tasks, account details and others. Clear-cut and practical appearance The program experiences a brief
and uneventful setup operation, after which you can launch it and begin using it immediately; its straightforward looks make it sufficiently accessible even to less experienced individuals. The main window of iTamer displays existing databases and allows you to add new entries, by
right-clicking one and selecting the item you want to input (‘Task’, ‘Note’, ‘Contact’, ‘Event’, etc). Effortlessly add and share pieces of information between devices The application stores all information in local databases, in a folder of your choice. For protection purposes, iTamer uses
AES-256 encryption and enables you to set a master-password to secure its contents against ill-intended individuals. The ‘Database Manager’ component helps you create the storage spaces for your information and show or change the password used to encrypt it, but it also lets you
to delete a database altogether. The program supports several platforms aside from Windows, namely OS X Linux and iOS, meaning you can easily use it on all your devices and synchronize the data between them. The information can also be shared with other iTamer users. While
‘Contacts’ and ‘Accounts’ can be imported from existing documents, in VCF and JSON formats, respectively, you are required to manually input a new ‘Note’, ‘Event’ or ‘Task’. The last two also allow you to set reminders, in order to make sure you do not forget about them. When
entering written data, you can work with the wiki-style text markup features. You can also attach related documents each other. However, bear in mind that iTamer is only capable of working with documents of up to one MB in size and does not support storing images nor files in
binary format, like PDFs or DOCs. A useful information organizer Overall, iTamer proves to be a handy and reliable application that can successfully assist you in maintaining your events, tasks, contacts and account credentials in neat order, enabling you to access them with ease,
when needed. Working with large PDF documents There are a number of tasks you can perform with the PDF
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iTamer is an efficient and intuitive piece of software that can help you store, manage and share documents, as well as bits of information from your everyday life, including events, tasks, account details and others. Clear-cut and practical appearance The program experiences a brief
and uneventful setup operation, after which you can launch it and begin using it immediately; its straightforward looks make it sufficiently accessible even to less experienced individuals. The main window of iTamer displays existing databases and allows you to add new entries, by
right-clicking one and selecting the item you want to input (‘Task’, ‘Note’, ‘Contact’, ‘Event’, etc). Effortlessly add and share pieces of information between devices The application stores all information in local databases, in a folder of your choice. For protection purposes, iTamer uses
AES-256 encryption and enables you to set a master-password to secure its contents against ill-intended individuals. The ‘Database Manager’ component helps you create the storage spaces for your information and show or change the password used to encrypt it, but it also lets you
to delete a database altogether. The program supports several platforms aside from Windows, namely OS X Linux and iOS, meaning you can easily use it on all your devices and synchronize the data between them. The information can also be shared with other iTamer users. While
‘Contacts’ and ‘Accounts’ can be imported from existing documents, in VCF and JSON formats, respectively, you are required to manually input a new ‘Note’, ‘Event’ or ‘Task’. The last two also allow you to set reminders, in order to make sure you do not forget about them. When
entering written data, you can work with the wiki-style text markup features. You can also attach related documents each other. However, bear in mind that iTamer is only capable of working with documents of up to one MB in size and does not support storing images nor files in
binary format, like PDFs or DOCs. A useful information organizer Overall, iTamer proves to be a handy and reliable application that can successfully assist you in maintaining your events, tasks, contacts and account credentials in neat order, enabling you to access them with ease,
when needed. [ Direct Download ] [ Direct Download ] [ Direct Download ] [ Direct Download ] b7e8fdf5c8
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iTamer is an efficient and intuitive piece of software that can help you store, manage and share documents, as well as bits of information from your everyday life, including events, tasks, account details and others. Clear-cut and practical appearance The program experiences a brief
and uneventful setup operation, after which you can launch it and begin using it immediately; its straightforward looks make it sufficiently accessible even to less experienced individuals. The main window of iTamer displays existing databases and allows you to add new entries, by
right-clicking one and selecting the item you want to input (‘Task’, ‘Note’, ‘Contact’, ‘Event’, etc). Effortlessly add and share pieces of information between devices The application stores all information in local databases, in a folder of your choice. For protection purposes, iTamer uses
AES-256 encryption and enables you to set a master-password to secure its contents against ill-intended individuals. The ‘Database Manager’ component helps you create the storage spaces for your information and show or change the password used to encrypt it, but it also lets you
to delete a database altogether. The program supports several platforms aside from Windows, namely OS X Linux and iOS, meaning you can easily use it on all your devices and synchronize the data between them. The information can also be shared with other iTamer users. While
‘Contacts’ and ‘Accounts’ can be imported from existing documents, in VCF and JSON formats, respectively, you are required to manually input a new ‘Note’, ‘Event’ or ‘Task’. The last two also allow you to set reminders, in order to make sure you do not forget about them. When
entering written data, you can work with the wiki-style text markup features. You can also attach related documents each other. However, bear in mind that iTamer is only capable of working with documents of up to one MB in size and does not support storing images nor files in
binary format, like PDFs or DOCs. A useful information organizer Overall, iTamer proves to be a handy and reliable application that can successfully assist you in maintaining your events, tasks, contacts and account credentials in neat order, enabling you to access them with ease,
when needed. Functionality: File management Time management Social networks Calendars

What's New In?

iTamer is an efficient and intuitive piece of software that can help you store, manage and share documents, as well as bits of information from your everyday life, including events, tasks, account details and others. Clear-cut and practical appearance The program experiences a brief
and uneventful setup operation, after which you can launch it and begin using it immediately; its straightforward looks make it sufficiently accessible even to less experienced individuals. The main window of iTamer displays existing databases and allows you to add new entries, by
right-clicking one and selecting the item you want to input (‘Task’, ‘Note’, ‘Contact’, ‘Event’, etc). Effortlessly add and share pieces of information between devices The application stores all information in local databases, in a folder of your choice. For protection purposes, iTamer uses
AES-256 encryption and enables you to set a master-password to secure its contents against ill-intended individuals. The ‘Database Manager’ component helps you create the storage spaces for your information and show or change the password used to encrypt it, but it also lets you
to delete a database altogether. The program supports several platforms aside from Windows, namely OS X Linux and iOS, meaning you can easily use it on all your devices and synchronize the data between them. The information can also be shared with other iTamer users. While
‘Contacts’ and ‘Accounts’ can be imported from existing documents, in VCF and JSON formats, respectively, you are required to manually input a new ‘Note’, ‘Event’ or ‘Task’. The last two also allow you to set reminders, in order to make sure you do not forget about them. When
entering written data, you can work with the wiki-style text markup features. You can also attach related documents each other. However, bear in mind that iTamer is only capable of working with documents of up to one MB in size and does not support storing images nor files in
binary format, like PDFs or DOCs. One basic disadvantage iTamer does not actually have a way to backup the information you enter into it. This means you cannot restore the data if the program becomes damaged or the device it was installed in crashes. Overall, iTamer is a useful
and reliable application, which can successfully assist you in maintaining your events, tasks, contacts
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit & 64-bit) Processor: 2.0 GHz Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: At least 5 GB available space Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: 2.3 GHz Memory:
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